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Abstract Giant resonances (GRs) are a striking manifesta-
tion of collective motions in mesoscopic systems such as
atomic nuclei. Until recently, theoretical investigations have
essentially relied on the (quasiparticle) random phase ap-
proximation ((Q)RPA), and extensions of it, based on phe-
nomenological energy density functionals (EDFs). As part
of a current effort to describe GRs within an ab initio theo-
retical scheme, the present work promotes the use of the pro-
jected generator coordinate method (PGCM). This method,
which can handle anharmonic effects while satisfying sym-
metries of the nuclear Hamiltonian, displays a favorable (i.e.
mean-field-like) scaling with system’s size. Presently focus-
ing on the isoscalar giant monopole resonance (GMR) of
light- and medium-mass nuclei, PGCM’s potential to deliver
wide-range ab initio studies of GRs in closed- and open-
shell nuclei encompassing pairing, deformation, and shape
coexistence effects is demonstrated. The comparison with
consistent QRPA calculations highlights PGCM’s unique at-
tributes and sheds light on the intricate interplay of nuclear
collective excitations. The present paper is the first in a series
of four and focuses on technical aspects and uncertainty quan-
tification of ab initio PGCM calculations of GMR using the
doubly open-shell 46Ti as an illustrative example. The second
paper displays results for a set of nuclei of physical interest
and proceeds to the comparison with consistent (deformed)
ab initio QRPA calculations. While the third paper analyzes
useful moments of the monopolar strength function and dif-
ferent ways to access them within PGCM calculations, the
fourth paper focuses on the effect of the symmetry restoration
on the monopole strength function.

1 Introduction

Giant resonances designate specific excitations of the system
in which a significant fraction of the nucleons are involved
in the process. Giant resonances are categorised according
to their multipolarity and isospin nature, i.e. isoscalar or
isovector, and are best pictured in terms of vibrations of
the nuclear surface in a liquid-drop approach. The isoscalar
GMR addressed in this work, also referred to as the breath-
ing mode, involves Jπ = 0+ excitations in which neutrons
and protons oscillate radially in phase. As such, the GMR
provides valuable information about the incompressibility of
infinite nuclear matter [1–4], a key quantity characterising
the nuclear equation of state (EoS).

While GRs are to a large extent made out of a coherent sum of
1-particle/1-hole excitations, their coupling to the background
of many-particle/many-hole (ph) excitations relates to a well
known phenomenon in solid state physics and is referred to
as Landau damping. Furthermore, GRs lie above the particle
emission threshold. Consequently, they couple to the particle
continuum, thus inducing a so-called escape width. Last but
not least, they can also be damped through coupling to the
electromagnetic field leading to the emission of a photon [5,
6].

The theoretical description of GRs is a mature field. The
fact that they are dominantly made up of a coherent sum of
1-particle/1-hole excitations is at the heart of the usefulness
of (Q)RPA and associated extensions based on phenomeno-
logical EDFs. In the last 15 years, systematic studies over the
entire nuclear chart via full-fledged deformed QRPA calcu-
lations have become doable [7–12]. Regarding the GMR in
particular, calculations have led to an improved understand-
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ing of several features such as the effect of its coupling to the
Giant Quadrupole Resonance (GQR) in doubly-open shell nu-
clei [9] that is addressed in the present work. However, certain
aspects are left unexplained so far, e.g. the evolution of the
GMR centroid along semi-magic isotopic chains away from
doubly closed-shell nuclei [13, 14]. At the same time, beyond-
RPA calculations such as self-consistent-RPA (SCRPA) (see
Ref. [15] for a recent review), Second RPA (SRPA) [16, 17]
or particle-vibration coupling (PVC) [6, 18, 19] techniques
have shown to be instrumental to quantitatively address re-
fined aspects of GRs such as their (Landau) width.

Another class of theories relates to the time-dependent de-
scription of nuclear systems following the application of an
external perturbation. If the time evolution is performed on a
Slater determinant (Bogoliubov vacuum) such a theory can
be shown to be strictly equivalent to the traditional (Q)RPA
in the small-amplitude limit (see Refs. [20, 21] for a sys-
tematic study of both spherical and deformed systems). The
multi-reference extension of time-dependent theories repre-
sents an alternative way to go beyond canonical (Q)RPA; see
Ref. [22] for a recent development in this direction.

A relevant effort relates to extending ab initio many-body
methods, initially developed to address ground- and low-
lying states [23], to describe GRs. For that purpose, hy-
perspherical harmonics (HH) and the no-core shell model
(NCSM) [24–26] were first employed in light nuclei before
the coupled-cluster (CC) method could be used to address
closed-shell light and medium-mass nuclei [27–29]. Very
recently, the symmetry-adapted no-core shell model (SA-
NCSM) has been used to further extend GR studies to open-
shell medium-mass nuclei [30, 31].

The projected generator coordinate method (PGCM) [32]
is a popular and versatile many-body method to study low-
lying collective rotational and vibrational excitations based
on phenomenological EDFs [33–35]1. The PGCM is able to
explicitly account for so-called strong (i.e. static) correlations
via the mixing of symmetry-breaking Slater determinants
or Bogoliubov vacua and via the subsequent restoration of
the broken symmetries. Consequently, the PGCM is ideally
suited to tackle the impact of nuclear superfluidity, defor-
mation and shape mixing/coexistence in the description of
collective states within a symmetry-conserving framework.
Surprisingly though, the PGCM has been very seldom used
for the description of GRs over the years [41–48]. Still, it
was observed long ago that anharmonic effects may have a
non-negligible impact on the determination of the nuclear
incompressibility [49], which makes PGCM a useful tool in
this respect.

1The PGCM is also employed as a low-cost alternative to shell-model
diagonalisation in valence-space calculations [36–40].

Recently, the PGCM was adapted to the context of ab ini-
tio calculations aiming at approximating exact solutions of
many-body Schrödinger’s equation in the low-energy sector
of the A-body Hilbert space starting from realistic nuclear
Hamiltonians rooted into quantum chromodynamics [50, 51].
In this setting, the PGCM delivers collective states that act
as versatile unperturbed states on top of which a systematic
expansion is performed to add complementary (so-called dy-
namical) correlations. This rationale was explicitly realised
in the formulation of the PGCM-based many-body perturba-
tion theory (PGCM-PT) [50]. The first PGCM-PT calcula-
tions demonstrated that the PGCM itself delivers an excellent
first approximation to the low-lying collective spectroscopy
thanks to the nearly perfect cancellation of dynamical correla-
tions between ground and excited states [51]. This motivated
the use of the PGCM as a standalone method2 for the ab
initio study of low-lying collective states, indeed reaching a
good reproduction of both experiment and quasi-exact solu-
tions [55].

Inspired by such recent developments and extrapolating the
cancellation of dynamical correlations to more excited col-
lective states making up GRs, ab initio PGCM calculations
are presently employed to access the GMR (and the GQR)
of light- and medium-mass for the first time. Given that mid-
mass nuclei can be systematically addressed independently of
their doubly closed-shell, singly open-shell or doubly open-
shell character, the PGCM nicely complements the use of
SA-NCSM [30, 31]. Eventually, the mean-field-like scaling
with system’s size of the PGCM computational cost makes it
an excellent candidate to extend such studies to yet heavier
closed- and open-shell nuclei in the future.

The present work is divided into four consecutive articles,
hereafter coined as Paper I, Paper II [56], Paper III [57] and
Paper IV [58]. Paper I is presently dedicated to quantifying
several uncertainty sources in the ab initio computation of
the isoscalar monopole strength function via the PGCM, em-
ploying 46Ti as a typical example. Based on this analysis,
Paper II discusses cases of physical interest, focusing on the
mechanism determining the GMR-GQR coupling in intrin-
sically deformed systems. Next, Paper III analyzes different
ways to access moments of the strength functions within
PGCM. Finally, Paper IV focuses on the impact of restor-
ing good angular momentum symmetry on the monopole
strength function within PGCM calculations.

Paper I is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces
formal aspects of the PGCM and the computation of strength
functions. In Sec. 3 numerical aspects of the calculations

2When proceeding to a pre-processing of the Hamiltonian via a multi-
reference in-medium similarity renormalisation group transforma-
tion [51–53], dynamical correlations on top the PGCM cancel to a lesser
extent [51]. Still, many avenues can be envisioned to better achieve such
a cancellation [54].
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are discussed. Section 4 constitutes the main part of the
paper dedicated to the quantification of uncertainties in the
PGCM calculations of the monopole and quadrupole strength
functions. Eventually, Sec. 5 provides the conclusions of
Paper I.

2 Formalism

2.1 PGCM ansatz

The PGCM wave-function ansatz [59, 60] denotes a general
superposition of so-called generating functions |Φ(q)⟩

|Ψσν ⟩ ≡
∑

q

f σν (q)Pσ|Φ(q)⟩ , (1)

where q denotes a set of collective variables called genera-
tor coordinates and where σ ≡ (JMΠNZ) characterises the
symmetry quantum numbers carried by PGCM states, i.e. the
angular momentum J and its projection M, the parityΠ = ±1
as well as neutron N and proton Z numbers. The ensemble
{|Φ(q)⟩, q ∈ [q0, q1]} denotes a set of non-orthogonal3 Bo-
goliubov states typically obtained in a first step by repeatedly
solving Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) mean-field equa-
tions with a Lagrange term associated with a constraining
operator4 Q such that the solution satisfies

⟨Φ(q)|Q|Φ(q)⟩ = q . (2)

In this process the state |Φ(q)⟩ typically breaks one or sev-
eral symmetries of the Hamiltonian. Because physical states
must carry good symmetry quantum numbers one acts on
|Φ(q)⟩ in Eq. (1) with the projection operator Pσ associated
with the symmetry (sub)group G of the Hamiltonian. The
projection selects the component of |Φ(q)⟩ carrying the sym-
metry quantum numbers σ. In the case of present interest,
|Φ(q)⟩ may break rotational and global-gauge symmetries
associated with the conservation of angular momentum and
nucleon numbers, respectively5. Consequently, the projec-
tor Pσ explicitly restores both those symmetries. It can be
generically written as

Pσ =
∫

dφ gσ(φ)R(φ) , (3)

where gσ(φ) represents a specific irreducible representation
(IRREP) of G while R(φ) denotes the unitary symmetry trans-
formation operator changing the orientation of a state by the

3Some Bogoliubov states mixed in the PGCM ansatz may be either
manifestly or accidentally orthogonal. This situation can be dealt with
at the price of a generalisation of the present work, where all pairs of
Bogoliubov states entering Eq. (1) are considered to be non-orthogonal.
4The generic operator Q typically embodies several constraining opera-
tors such that the collective coordinate q is typically multi dimensional.
5While breaking rotational symmetry, presently employed Bogoliubov
states still display axial symmetry, i.e. they do not display triaxial
deformation and carry M = 0 as a good quantum number.

angle φ. Employing Eq. (3), the PGCM state can be rewritten
as

|Ψσν ⟩ =
∑

q

f σν (q)
∑
φ

gσ(φ) |Φ(q, φ)⟩ , (4)

where the φ-rotated state

|Φ(q, φ)⟩ ≡ R(φ) |Φ(q)⟩ (5)

has been introduced6 and where the integral over the rotation
angle has been conveniently discretised.

2.2 Hill-Wheeler-Griffin equation

The unknown coefficients f σν (q) are determined variationally
based on Ritz’ variational principle, i.e. by minimising the
energy associated with |Ψσν ⟩

δ
⟨Ψσν |H|Ψ

σ
ν ⟩

⟨Ψσν |Ψ
σ
ν ⟩
= 0. (6)

The variation with respect to the weights f σ ∗ν (q) leads to
solving a generalised eigenvalue problem known as the Hill-
Wheeler-Griffin secular equation [60]∑

q

[
Hσ(p; q) − EσνN

σ(p; q)
]
f σν (q) = 0 , (7)

delivering the sequence of states {|Ψσν ⟩, σ ∈ IRREPs, ν =
0, . . . , νmax} labelled by the symmetry quantum number σ
and the principal quantum number ν7. The secular equation
involves the so-called symmetry-restored Hamiltonian and
norm kernels

Hσ(p; q) ≡ ⟨Φ(p)|HPσ|Φ(q)⟩

=
∑
φ

gσ(φ) ⟨Φ(p)|H|Φ(q, φ)⟩ , (8a)

Nσ(p; q) ≡ ⟨Φ(p)|Pσ|Φ(q)⟩

=
∑
φ

gσ(φ) ⟨Φ(p)|Φ(q, φ)⟩ , (8b)

themselves expressed in terms of the unprojected kernels

H(p, q;φ) ≡ ⟨Φ(p)|H|Φ(q, φ)⟩ , (9a)

N(p, q;φ) ≡ ⟨Φ(p)|Φ(q, φ)⟩ , (9b)

6If |Φ(q)⟩ is a Bogoliubov product state, |Φ(q, φ)⟩ is also a Bogoliubov
product state. Indeed, the rotation operator R(φ) can be represented as
R(φ) = eiφS , where S is a one-body operator and is referred to as the
generator of the group. By virtue of Thouless’ theorem [61], |Φ(q, φ)⟩
is itself a Bogoliubov vacuum.
7In principle, the number of states νmax+1 in each IRREP is equal to the
cardinal nq of the ensemble {|Φ(q)⟩, q ∈ [q0, q1]⟩}. However, handling
the non-orthogonality of the states entering the PGCM ansatz leads
in practice to an effective reduction of the dimensionality such that
νmax ≤ nq.
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involving two Bogoliubov states carrying different values of
the collective variables, the second state being further sym-
metry rotated. Eventually, the key ingredients to be computed
are the unprojected norm kernelN(p, q;φ) and the connected
Hamiltonian kernel [62, 63] defined as

h(p, q;φ) ≡
H(p, q;φ)
N(p, q;φ)

. (10)

The connected operator kernel (Eq. (10)) can be efficiently
computed by applying the off-diagonal Wick theorem (ODWT)
of Balian and Brezin [64]. The evaluation of the norm ker-
nel8 (Eq. (9b)) relies on the Onishi formula [67], the Pfaf-
fian formula by Robledo [68] or the integral formula by
Bally and Duguet [63]. Traditionally, the derivation of these
two categories of kernels relies on different formal schemes
that do not share a common ground. One exception relies
on the use of fermion coherent states based on Grassmann
variables allowing one to express both the connected op-
erator kernel [69, 70] and the norm kernel [68] in terms
of Pfaffians. Another consistent derivation of both kernels
based on a diagrammatic method was recently proposed in
Ref. [71].

2.3 Intrinsic collective wave functions

The linear redundancies due to the non-orthogonality of the
HFB states mixed into the PGCM state must be dealt with
when solving HWG’s equation. This is also a necessary step
to extract meaningful intrinsic collective wave function as a
function of the generator coordinates for each PGCM state.
The detailed way to handle this problem can be found in, e.g.
Ref [55].

Denoting as Nσ the Hermitian positive-definite matrix asso-
ciated with the overlap kernel defined in Eq. (8b), it can be
diagonalized according to

Nσ = Sσ†N̆σSσ , (11)

where Sσ is a unitary matrix and where N̆σ is diagonal with
strictly positive eigenvalues. Defining

Gσ ≡ Sσ†(N̆σ)−1/2Sσ (12)

and only keeping the rows of Sσ corresponding to eigenvalues
of N̆σ larger than ϵth, HWG’s equation (7) is transformed into
the associated orthonormal basis and becomes∑

q

H̆σpq f̆ σν (q) = Eσν f̆ σν (p) , (13)

with

H̆σ ≡ Gσ†HσGσ , (14a)

8For a detailed discussion about the connection between these different
approaches and the hypothesis under which they are valid, see Refs. [65,
66].

fσ ≡ Gσ f̆σ . (14b)

The solutions { f̆ σν (q); q ∈ set} play the role of orthonormal
intrinsic collective wave functions as a function of q that can
be interpreted as probability amplitudes.

In the following, the threshold value ϵth = 10−4 has been
consistently adopted for all the displayed results, unless dif-
ferently specified.

2.4 GCM reduction

The restoration of the symmetries broken by the Bogoliubov
states {|Φ(q)⟩, q ∈ [q0, q1]⟩} is a key feature of the PGCM.
Contrarily, the original GCM was formulated without taking
it into consideration [59, 60]. Because it is the goal of Pa-
per IV to investigate the impact of the angular momentum
restoration on the monopole strength function, the GCM is
also presently considered and can be easily obtained from the
above by neglecting the projection operator Pσ. As a result,
the GCM ansatz reduces to

|Ψν⟩ =
∑

q

fν(q) |Φ(q)⟩ . (15)

The subsequent GCM HWG equation and GCM kernels can
be straightforwardly obtained accordingly.

2.5 Strength function and moments

Given the set of PGCM states {|Ψσν ⟩, σ ∈ IRREPs, ν =
0, . . . , νmax}, the ground-state strength function associated
with the transition operator F is given by

S F(ω) ≡
∑
νσ

| ⟨Ψσν |F|Ψ
σ0
0 ⟩ |

2 δ(Eσν − Eσ0
0 − ω) , (16)

where |Ψσ0
0 ⟩ denotes the ground state. Moments of that strength

function take the form9

mk(F) ≡
∑
νσ

(Eσν − Eσ0
0 )k | ⟨Ψσν |F|Ψ

σ0
0 ⟩ |

2 , (17)

and thus require the knowledge of all excited states of the
system.

With these moments at hand, global characteristics of the
strength functions, e.g. the mean energy and the width can
be respectively computed according to

Ē1(F) ≡
m1(F)
m0(F)

, (18a)

Ẽ3(F) ≡

√
m3(F)
m1(F)

, (18b)

9Paper III focuses on the evaluation of such moments within the PGCM.
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Ẽ1(F) ≡

√
m1(F)
m−1(F)

, (18c)

and

σ(F) ≡

√
m2(F)
m0(F)

−
(m1(F)
m0(F)

)2
. (19)

While Ē1 actually denotes the centroid of the spectrum, Ẽ3

and Ẽ1 constitute alternative definitions of a mean energy.
The former (latter) is denoted as the so-called scaled (con-
strained) energy and is more sensitive to the high (low) energy
part of the strength. These three quantities coincide if the
strength is located into a single peak. In addition to the width
σ characterising the fragmentation of the strength function,
the hierarchy between Ē1, Ẽ3 and Ẽ1 allows one to quantify
its asymmetry.

3 Numerical aspects

The doubly open-shell nucleus 46Ti is used in the present
paper to characterise PGCM calculations of the isoscalar
GMR within an ab initio setting.

3.1 Expansion bases

In the present calculations, a k-body operator is represented
by a mode-2k tensor expressed in the basis of the k-body
Hilbert space built out of the k-fold tensor product of the
one-body spherical harmonic oscillator (HO) basis.

The one-body HO basis is defined via its frequency ℏω and
is made finite dimensional by including all states up to emax ≡

max(2n + l), with n the principal quantum number and l
the orbital angular momentum. While two-body operators
are consistently represented in a two-body basis including
all states up to e2max = 2emax , the representation of three-
body operators is further restricted, due to computational
limitations, by employing three-body states only up to e3max <

3emax . In this work the value e3max = 14 is systematically
adopted, except for emax = 4 given that the consistent value
e3max = 12 is tractable.

For large enough values of (emax , e3max ), observables do not
carry any dependence on the chosen ℏω. In practice, tractable
values typically generate a residual ℏω dependence. In this
context, certain frequencies become optimal in the sense
that observables are closer to their converged values. In the
present work, values of emax (ℏω) ranging from 4 to 12 (12 to
24 MeV) are employed.

3.2 Nuclear Hamiltonian

Several two- plus three-nucleon (2N+3N) chiral effective
field theory (χEFT) based Hamiltonians are used in the
present work.

The family of Hamiltonians built in Ref. [72] at next-to-
leading-order (NLO), next-to-next-to-leading-order (N2LO)
and next-to-next-to-next-to-leading-order (N3LO) is system-
atically employed. These Hamiltonians combine the 2N in-
teraction by Entem and Machleidt (EM) [73, 74] with a 3N
force that is consistent concerning the chiral order, non-local
regulator and cut-off value. The 2N low-energy constants
(LECs) were fitted to two-nucleon scattering data, while 3N
LECs were fixed using the ground-state energies of 3H and
16O.

The NNLOsat Hamiltonian [75] is further considered. It was
introduced with the objective to provide improved saturation
properties and radii, such that all its LECs were simulta-
neously fitted to few-body systems as well as to selected
ground-state energies and radii of Carbon and Oxygen iso-
topes.

Eventually, the EM 1.8/2.0 interaction from Ref. [76, 77] is
also employed. This Hamiltonian is based on the similarity-
renormalisation-group (SRG) transformation of EM 2N inter-
actions augmented with leading 3N contributions adjusted to
data in A =3,4 systems. This Hamiltonian yields a saturation
point of nuclear matter close to the empirical value [77] along
with accurate binding energies in mid-mass nuclei [78].

3.3 SRG evolution

Chiral EFT Hamiltonians are typically softer than phenomeno-
logical potentials used in seminal ab initio calculations of
light systems. This relates to the implicit treatment of high-
energy degrees of freedom in chiral Hamiltonians, which
is associated to a lower resolution scale and the absence of
explicit coupling to high nucleon momenta.

Unitary SRG transformations can be employed to further
decouple low- and intermediate-momentum modes in the
nuclear Hamiltonian [79]. While mean-field HF or HFB
solutions based on unevolved Hamiltonians are only shal-
lowly bound (if not at all), the SRG evolution makes them
more bound and consistently reduces many-body correla-
tions to be added on top. In practice, the procedure leads
to an acceleration of the convergence of the series at play
in expansion many-body methods or may even turn a non-
converging series into a converging one [80]. At the same
time, the decoupling of low- and intermediate-momentum
modes authorises the use of smaller bases (i.e. emax and e3max

values). The drawback of the SRG transformation resides in
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the appearance of additional three-body (and higher) contri-
butions. In practice, beyond three-body interactions must be
discarded, thus inducing a breaking of unitarity that needs to
be controlled.

The set of Hamiltonians from Ref. [72] are presently evolved
to two values of the low-momentum scale characterising the
SRG transformation, namely λ = 1.88 fm−1 (i.e. flow param-
eter α=0.08 fm4) and λ = 2.24 fm−1 (α=0.04 fm4).

The EM 1.8/2.0 Hamiltonian employs from the outset a 2N
interaction evolved to λ = 1.8 fm−1 (α = 0.0953 fm4), the
regulator of the added 3N interaction being directly set to
λ = 2.0 fm−1 without further explicit SRG evolution. As
such, it belongs to the category of “soft” nuclear Hamiltoni-
ans.

The NNLOsat Hamiltonian is presently kept unevolved and
acts as a representative of “hard” Hamiltonians displaying
larger low-to-intermediate momentum couplings than the
other ones.

3.4 Three-body treatment

Three-body forces (native or induced) are approximated via
the rank-reduction method developed in Ref. [81]. In practice
the original or SRG-evolved Hamiltonian is first used to
perform a spherical HFB calculation with the full treatment
of two- and three-body operators. Three-body operators are
then convoluted with the symmetry-conserving normal one-
body density matrix thus computed in order to deliver a
symmetry-conserving two-body effective interaction. This
procedure reduces in closed-shell systems to the standard
normal-ordered two-body approximation [82].

3.5 Generator coordinates

The main objective is to compute the monopole strength
function S 00(ω) ≡ S r2 (ω) obtained from Eq. (16) for F ≡ r2,
with the monopole operator defined as

r2 ≡

A∑
i=1

r2
i . (20)

The monopole response being mostly associated to radial
vibrations of the nuclear surface, the root mean-square radius
represents a natural choice for the main generator coordinate
used in the calculation. Since it is known that intrinsic de-
formation may significantly affect S 00(ω) (see, for instance,
Refs. [9, 83]), the axial quadrupole deformation is the second
generator coordinate of choice in the present study. To elabo-
rate on such an impact, S 00(ω) is in fact analyzed along with
the K = 0 component S 20(ω) ≡ S Q20 (ω) of the quadrupole

response10, the axial mass quadrupole operator being defined
as

Q20 ≡

A∑
i=1

r2
i Y20(ϑi, ϕi) , (21)

where (ϑi, ϕi) denote spherical angular coordinates.

Eventually, most of the results presented below originate
from two-dimensional (2D) PGCM calculations q ≡ (r, β2)
based on the set of Bogoliubov states
{|Φ(r, β2)⟩, r ∈ [rmin, rmax], β2 ∈ [βmin, βmax]⟩} associated
with the constraints11

r ≡
√
⟨Φ(r, β2)|r2

lab|Φ(r, β2)⟩ , (23a)

β2 ≡
4π

3R2A
⟨Φ(r, β2)|Q20|Φ(r, β2)⟩ , (23b)

with A the nucleon number, R ≡ 1.2 A1/3. On occasions,
results from one-dimensional (1D) PGCM calculations based
on r as the sole coordinate will also be presented.

3.6 Lorentzian smearing

The resolution of the HWG equation (Eq. (7)) delivers the set
of states {|Ψσν ⟩;σ ∈ IRREPs, ν = 0, . . . , νmax} characterised
by discrete eigenenergies. In order to increase the readabil-
ity of multipole responses, discrete spectra are convoluted
with a Lorentzian function of width Γ=0.5 MeV, unless spec-
ified otherwise, such that the strength function (Eq. (16))
is eventually replaced with its finite-resolution counterpart

S F(ω) ≡
∑
νσ

| ⟨Ψσν |F|Ψ
σ0
0 ⟩ |

2 Γ

(Eσν − Eσ0
0 − ω)2 + Γ2

. (24)

Given that experimental responses come, in most cases, with
a finite energy resolution determined by an energy-bin width
of about 500 keV, it is reasonable to take the finite resolution
of the theoretical strength functions to be of the same order
to proceed to their comparison.

10The evaluation of K , 0 components requires the breaking of axial
symmetry in the generation of the HFB vacua employed in the PGCM
ansatz. The inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom is not addressed
in the present work and is left for future developments.
11While it is conventional to use the one-body monopole operator r2

introduced in Eq. (20) to compute S 00(ω), the one-body operator r2
lab

used in constrained HFB calculations (Eq. (23a)) further includes the
prefactor 1/A given that it represents (a first approximation to) the
nuclear radius. Whenever actually attempting to accurately compute the
root-mean-square radius of a given many-body eigenstate, the center-of-
mass correction is further considered such that the employed operator
is in this case

r2
int ≡

1
A

(
1 −

1
A

) A∑
i=1

r2
i −

2
A2

A∑
i< j=1

r⃗i · r⃗ j , (22)

which includes a renormalization of r2
lab plus a two-body correction.
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Fig. 1 Total energy EHFB (Top row), axial deformation β2 (middle row) and root-mean-square radius r (bottom row) of the HFB minimum in 46Ti as
a function of ℏω for several values of emax . Results employ NLO (left column), N2LO (middle column) and N3LO (right column) Hamiltonians from
Ref. [72] evolved to λsrg = 1.88 fm−1.

3.7 HFB minimum

To set up the stage for the following discussion, results ob-
tained in 46Ti at the HFB minimum using the family of chiral
Hamiltonians from Ref. [72] are presently characterised. The
total energy EHFB, its mean square radius r and the axial de-
formation parameter β2 are reported in Fig. 1 as a function of
ℏω for the three chiral orders and several emax values.

The energy displays a typical pattern as a function of the chi-
ral order, i.e. the HFB binding energy decreases significantly
going from NLO to N2LO before increasing slightly when
reaching N3LO.

Increasing emax , the convergence is observed at NLO for
emax = 10 for all quantities under consideration indepen-
dently of ℏω. Contrarily, the convergence is reached at N2LO
and N3LO for emax = 10 only for low ℏω values, i.e. 12 and
16 MeV. This different pattern is conjectured to be due to
three-body forces that are indeed absent at NLO.

Eventually, Fig. 1 shows how HFB properties, in particular
r and β2, can be severely affected by a non-optimal choice
of ℏω. As discussed in the following, this can impact signifi-
cantly the determination of giant resonances. In general the
emax convergence is best achieved for ℏω = 12 MeV, which
is an optimal choice for nuclei from A ∼ 20 to A ∼ 50. This

parameter is thus employed is all calculations below, unless
stated otherwise.

4 Uncertainty quantification

The objective of Paper I is to provide a (partial) uncertainty
quantification of ab initio PGCM calculations of the monopole
response in mid-mass nuclei. The sources of uncertainties
are of three types

1. Bases representation

(a) One-body basis truncation (emax , ℏω)

(b) Three-body basis truncation (e3max )

2. Hamiltonian modelling

(a) Chiral EFT truncation order

(b) Truncated SRG transformation

(c) LEC determination

3. Many-body solution

(a) Three-body interaction rank reduction

(b) Choice of generator coordinates

(c) Sampled values of generator coordinates
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(d) Truncated PGCM-PT expansion

In the present work

1. 2(c) and 3(b) are not evaluated,

2. 1(b), 3(a) and 3(d) are estimated based on previous works,

3. 2(b) is only touched upon,

4. 2(a), 1(a) and 3(c) are thoroughly evaluated.

Ideally, all uncertainty sources must be systematically and
consistently evaluated, especially given that several of them
are all but independent. However, doing so is a daunting task
and can only be the result of a long-term effort that goes
well beyond the scope of the present work. For example, the
propagation of the statistical uncertainty associated with the
fit of the LECs in the employed χEFT Hamiltonian (1(b))
can be achieved on the basis of the eigenvector continuation
(EC) techniques [84, 85]. The adaptation of the EC method
to the PGCM is indeed currently underway [86].

4.1 One-body basis truncation

In the present section, the N3LO Hamiltonian [72] evolved
to λsrg = 1.88 fm−1 is employed.

4.1.1 Dependence on emax

As a first step, Fig. 2 displays the 2D HFB total energy
surface (TES) EHFB(r, β2), rescaled to the HFB minimum, for
different values of emax . Increasing the basis size decreases the
stiffness of the TES when moving away from the minimum.
By the time emax = 8 is reached, the topology of the TES is
stabilised. For any given point on the surface, the difference
does not exceed 1 MeV when going from emax = 10 to emax =

12.

The red dots appearing in Fig. 2 represent the HFB states
included in the subsequent PGCM calculation. The corre-
sponding monopole response S 00(ω) is displayed in the upper
panel of Fig. 3 for the different emax values. The decreasing
stiffness of the TES with emax directly translates into the low-
ering of the GMR whose main peak eventually converges
near 20.5 MeV for emax = 8. The finer structures visible over
a wider energy range require emax = 10 or even emax = 12 to
be stable.

The quadrupole response S 20(ω) shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 3 displays a slower convergence pattern than S 00(ω).
While the overall structure is similar for emax = 10 and
emax = 12, high-energy states are not converged. Similar
trends in the quadrupole response are also observed in the
next sections.

The convergence is now quantified by resorting to the main
characteristics of the strength functions, i.e. the centroid and
the dispersion obtained according to Eqs. (18) and (19), re-
spectively. Results are displayed in Fig. 4 as a function of emax

for the monopole response. Experimental data from Ref. [87]
are shown as dashed lines, the shadowing representing the as-
sociated uncertainty. A clear convergence pattern is observed
with emax . Based on this data set, the remaining uncertainty
is estimated to be less than 1% (2%) for the centroid energy
(dispersion).

Increasing emax significantly improves the agreement with ex-
perimental data. While the converged PGCM centroid value
is ∼1 MeV higher than experiment, the dispersion underesti-
mates it by about 1.4 MeV. Including dynamical correlations
beyond the strict PGCM along with the explicit coupling to
the particle continuum is expected to improve the fragmenta-
tion of the strength.

One may eventually note that, while Ẽ1 is predicted to be
close to the centroid value Ē1, Ẽ3 is 1 MeV higher, which
results from the presence of several (small) peaks located
well beyond the GMR. While this picture is consistent with
experiment, the predicted difference Ẽ3 − Ē1 is only half of
its experimental counterpart.

4.1.2 Dependence on ℏω

The uncertainty associated with the choice of ℏω is now in-
vestigated at emax = 10. As visible from Fig. 5, increasing
ℏω significantly modifies the topology of the TES with re-
spect to r compared to the optimal ℏω = 12 MeV value. As
a result, and contrary to the previous study, the set of HFB
states entering the PGCM ansatz evolves with ℏω, i.e. it is
shifted to lower values of r with increasing ℏω.

Results for the monopole response are presented in the upper
panel of Fig. 6. Going from ℏω = 12 to ℏω = 16 the reso-
nance energy and the overall structure are barely modified.
This reflects the mild differences between the two TES. At
ℏω = 20, 24 MeV, the stiffer character of the TES moves the
GMR to higher energies.

The convergence pattern is less straightforward for the quadrupole
response, even if lower-energy peaks are stable for ℏω =
12−20 MeV. Higher-energy structures appear for the optimal
ℏω = 12 MeV case but not for the other ℏω values.

As visible from Fig. 7, the centroid displays a gentle mono-
tonic convergence going from ℏω = 24 MeV down to ℏω =
12 MeV, eventually sitting 1 MeV above the experimental
value as already discussed. The residual uncertainty is es-
timated to be about 1.5%. The dispersion rather slightly
oscillates with ℏω, systematically underestimating the ex-
perimental value. The residual uncertainty is estimated to be
near 6%.
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Fig. 2 HFB total energy surface in 46Ti for different values of emax (ℏω = 12 MeV) employing the N3LO (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1) Hamiltonian. The energy
is plotted with respect to the minimal HFB energy for the corresponding emax value.

4.2 Three-body basis truncation

For light- and mid-mass nuclei under present consideration,
using e3max = 14 is known to lead to a subpercent error for
ground-state observables [88, 89]. This conclusion remains
to be tested for (highly) excited states such as those making
up the GMR. This challenging point is however beyond the
scope of the present study and is left for a future develop-
ment.

4.3 Chiral EFT truncation order

The convergence pattern with respect to the chiral order of
the employed Hamiltonian was displayed in Fig. 1 for the
total HFB energy, radius and β2 parameter. These quantities
were shown to be strongly modified when going from NLO
to N3LO, while they undergo a milder change going from
N2LO to N3LO.

The HFB TES is shown in Fig. 8 for the three chiral orders.
Given the smaller HFB radius at NLO, the TES is shifted
by approximately −0.6 fm with respect to N2LO and N3LO.
The NLO TES is also significantly stiffer.

Properties of the HFB TES directly translate into the monopole
responses displayed in Fig. 9 (top panel). NLO results are
very distinct from N2LO and N3LO ones, the stiffer TES of
the former pushing the GMR 8 MeV higher in energy. More-
over, the magnitude of the strength is significantly smaller

than at N3LO. Going from N2LO to N3LO, the position of
the GMR is further lowered by ∼1 MeV.

Similar observations concern the quadrupole response in
Fig. 9 (bottom panel). The NLO strengh function exhibits
little resemblance to N2LO and N3LO responses. The latter
two are similar even though the highly fragmented response
below 20 MeV is still significantly modified going from
N2LO to N3LO.

The mean energies extracted from the monopole response are
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 10 to display a converging
pattern with the chiral order, the N3LO results comparing
favorably with experimental data. Based on this pattern, the
remaining uncertainty associated with omitted higher orders
is estimated to be below 2%.

While the dispersion changes less going from N2LO to N3LO
than from NLO to N2LO, the converging pattern is not ob-
vious. Assuming (naively) that the dispersion does converge
monotonically, the residual uncertainty can be estimated to
be on a 10% level. This confirms that the PGCM value is
inconsistent with experiment12 due to missing many-body
(dynamical) correlations13

12The fact that the NLO dispersion agrees well with experiment is
accidental and masks the fact that the NLO spectrum does not display
any giant resonance.
13Since the two uncertainties are not independent, incorporating dy-
namical correlations would not only change the central value of the
dispersion but also the associated chiral truncation uncertainty.
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Fig. 3 Monopole (top) and quadrupole (bottom) response in 46Ti em-
ploying the N3LO (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1) Hamiltonian for different values
of emax (ℏω = 12 MeV).

α [fm4] EHFB [MeV] β2 r [fm]
0.04 -145.895 0.28 3.65
0.08 -237.299 0.26 3.47

Table 1 Total energy EHFB, axial deformation β2 and root mean square
radius r of the HFB minimum in 46Ti (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10) for
different values of the flow parameter α.

4.4 Truncated SRG transformation

The evolution of the monopole response in PGCM calcu-
lations with respect to the SRG flow parameter is now ad-
dressed. Fully converged ab initio observables should not
carry any explicit dependence on the SRG evolution, which
is in principle a unitary transformation of the initial Hamilto-
nian. In this sense, the residual dependence on the SRG scale
is an indicator of the breaking of unitarity in practical appli-
cations. This breaking is a convolution of the truncation of
the transformed Hamiltonian and of the approximation made
on the computation of its many-body eigenstates.

In this context, results obtained for two different values (α =
0.04 fm4 and α = 0.08 fm4) of the flow parameters are
presently compared to give a sense of the breaking of unitarity
and of the associated uncertainty.

The change of observables at the HFB minimum are reported
in Tab. 1. It is observed that softening the Hamiltonian from
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Ẽ1
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emax
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σ

Fig. 4 Mean energies (Eqs. (18)) and dispersion ((19)) of the monopole
response in 46Ti as a function of emax (ℏω = 12 MeV) with the N3LO
(λsrg = 1.88 fm−1) Hamiltonian. Dashed lines represent experimental
values, the shaded areas standing for the corresponding uncertainty [87].

α = 0.04 fm4 to α = 0.08 fm4 lowers the HFB energy by
about 100 MeV and reduces the root-mean-square radius by
0.17 fm.

In addition to lowering the mean-field TES altogether by
resumming dynamical correlations into the Hamiltonian, the
SRG transformation (i.e. the increase of the flow parameter
α) particularly favors the ground-state, i.e. the HFB min-
imum. As a result, the TES becomes stiffer as is visible
from Fig. 11 displaying two 1D cuts of the 2D TES through
the HFB minimum: the dependencies on r and β2 are both
slightly stiffer for α =0.08 fm4. This observation straight-
forwardly translates into the behaviour of the monopole and
quadrupole responses shown in Fig. 12. The two monopole re-
sponses (top panel) display a qualitatively similar behaviour,
the α =0.08 fm4 strength being shifted up by ∼1 MeV com-
pared to the α =0.04 fm4 one.

While the quadrupole response is more complex, the effect
of the truncated SRG transformation is similar to the one
observed on the monopole strength as the bottom panel of
Fig. 12 testifies. Interestingly the high-energy structures be-
tween 30 and 50 MeV appear in both calculations and are also
shifted up going from α =0.04 fm4 to α =0.08 fm4.

The anti-correlation between the softening of the Hamilto-
nian and the position of the monopole and quadrupole cen-
troids was also observed in RPA calculations of spherical
systems [90]. Such a feature is further quantified in the upper
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 3 for different values of ℏω ( emax = 10).

panel of Fig. 13 for the monopole response. One observes
that the same is true for the dispersion.

Eventually, the use of two α values is not sufficient to extract
a quantitative uncertainty associated with the truncated SRG
transformation. Furthermore, this error is strongly convoluted
with the uncertainty associated with the truncated PGCM-PT
expansion such that any realistic assessment should involved
both aspects at the same time. One can only observe that
relying on the strict PGCM is probably delivering a better
estimate of the exact solution when combined with a soft
Hamiltonian (α =0.08 fm4), as done by default in the present
work. Indeed, in such a case dynamical correlations on top
of the PGCM (i) are smaller in absolute as illustrated above
with the lowering of the HFB energy and (ii) have been
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Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 4 for different values of ℏω ( emax = 10). Dashed
lines represent experimental values, the shaded areas standing for the
corresponding uncertainty [87].

shown to perfectly cancel out in the excitation energy of low-
lying collective states [51]. While this does not constitute a
proper uncertainty quantification, it gives credit to the results
obtained in the present study.

4.5 Comparison of different Hamiltonians

In addition to the systematic uncertainty associated with the
truncated chiral order and SRG transformations, the Hamil-
tonian carries a statistical uncertainty associated with the
adjustment of its LECs that needs to be propagated to many-
body observables. As mentioned above, the latter is however
not evaluated in the present work.

In this context, a poor-man’s way to qualify the sensitivity
of the results to the input Hamiltonian consists of employing
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 2 for (emax , ℏω) = (10, 16 MeV) employing Hamiltonians at different chiral orders (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1). The energy is plotted with
respect to the minimal HFB energy for the respective chiral order.
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Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 6 for (emax , ℏω) = (10, 16 MeV) employing Hamil-
tonians at different chiral orders (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1).

a set of representative Hamiltonians differing in their Chiral
order, SRG scale and/or fitting protocol. In this spirit, three
different chiral-based nuclear Hamiltonians are tested in the
present section, i.e. the N3LO [72], NNLO sat [75] and EM
1.8/2.0 [76, 77] Hamiltonians whose characteristics were
briefly detailed in Sec. 3.2.

The optimal basis parameters (emax = 10 and ℏω = 12) are
found to be the same for the three Hamiltonians. Characteris-
tics of the HFB minimum are listed in Tab. 2. The NNLO sat

Hamiltonian being used without SRG evolution, the system
is very shallowly bound at the HFB level. The N3LO (EM
1.8/2.0) Hamiltonian being evolved (further) down to the
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Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 7 for (emax , ℏω) = (10, 16 MeV) employing Hamil-
tonians at different chiral orders (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1). Dashed lines repre-
sent the corresponding experimental values, the shaded areas standing
for the corresponding uncertainty [87].

EHFB [MeV] β2 r [fm]
N3LO -237.30 0.27 3.47

NNLO sat -95.46 0.34 3.72
EM 1.8/2.0 -284.24 0.24 3.32

Table 2 Total energy EHFB, axial deformation β2 and root-mean-square
radius r of the HFB minimum in 46Ti for different chiral-based Hamil-
tonians (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10).

resolution α = 0.08 fm4 (α =0.0953 fm4), the HFB energy
is lowered by 130 MeV (180 MeV). Radii predictions are
poorer for EM 1.8/2.0, as already known from the litera-
ture [91].

Compared to N3LO, the NNLO sat TES favors large deforma-
tions and is extremely soft against β2 and r. The EM 1.8/2.0
TES is similar to the N3LO one, even though it is shifted to
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 6 for different values of the flow parameter at
N3LO (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10).

smaller radii by ∼ −0.2 fm. A quantitative statement about
the stiffness of the TES is inferred from Fig. 14, where 1D
cuts through the HFB minimum are shown. As far as radial
variations are concerned, N3LO and EM 1.8/2.0 behave very
similarly. In contrast, NNLO sat is much softer with respect
to both compression and dilatation. According to the conclu-
sions of Secs. 4.3 and 4.4, this characteristic reflects more
the unevolved character of NNLO sat than the different chiral
order.
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Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 7 for different values of the flow parameter at
N3LO (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10). Dashed lines represent the
experimental values, the shaded areas standing for the corresponding
uncertainty [87].
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Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 11 for the N3LO, NNLO sat and EM 1.8/2.0
Hamiltonians (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10).

These patterns leave their fingerprint on the monopole re-
sponses displayed in the top panel of Fig. 15. Taking N3LO as
a reference, NNLO sat produces a highly fragmented monopole
response, overall shifted down by about 10 MeV. Because the
rigidity of the EM 1.8/2.0 PES with respect to r is similar to
N3LO, the monopole response remains localised within the
same energy interval, i.e. between 12 and 25 MeV. It is how-
ever more fragmented possibly due to a different coupling to
the quadrupole deformation.

The behaviour of the quadrupole response is different, as
seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 15. Similarly to N3LO,
NNLO sat generates a fragmented response below 20 MeV,
although shifted towards lower energies due to the softer TES
against β2 as visible in the right panel of Fig. 14. Oddly, the
quadrupole response of EM 1.8/2.0 is extremely large (notice
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Fig. 15 Same as Fig. 6 for the N3LO, NNLO sat and EM 1.8/2.0 Hamil-
tonians (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10).

the 0.1 factor) and can hardly be related to the other results or
inferred from Fig. 14, except for its location at higher energy
that can be understood from its stiffer TES against β2.

Eventually, results vary significantly with the employed Hamil-
tonian. While the use of unevolved interactions such as
NNLO sat at the strict PGCM level is probably unsafe, it
is hard to rationalise the difference between N3LO and EM
1.8/2.0, especially the behavior of the latter in the quadrupole
channel. In the future, robust model uncertainties combin-
ing consistent variations in the Hamiltonian modelling (e.g.
chiral order, momentum regulators, cutoff values, LECs un-
certainties, fitting protocol, SRG transformation) should be
pursued to propagate uncertainties to, e.g., PGCM predic-
tions.

4.6 Three-body treatment

The rank-reduction procedure presently applied to three-body
interactions (native or induced) [81] was shown to induce
errors below 2-3% across a large selection of nuclei, low-
energy observables and many-body methods when based on
low resolution-scale chiral Hamiltonians [81].

The actual evaluation of the error requires PGCM calcu-
lations of vibrational excitations making up the GMR in
mid-mass nuclei with full 3N interactions, which is left for a

future study. The present work relies on the assumption that
the error remains on a few percent level as for the low-energy
observables tested in Ref. [81].

4.7 Choice of generator coordinates

The unique strength of the PGCM relates to its capacity to
treat collective fluctuations and incorporate associated strong
static correlations. This is achieved via a physically-intuitive
selection of relevant generator coordinates. However, such a
strength turns into a shortcoming when it comes to evaluating
systematic uncertainties. In practice, the generator coordi-
nates are chosen by the practitioner based on the physics to
be addressed. For example, r and β2 were presently chosen
as the minimal set necessary to (i) describe the monopole
resonance (ii) for systems potentially displaying an intrinsic
quadrupole deformation. While such a choice is well moti-
vated empirically, the procedure provides the PGCM with a
lack of systematic character.

Eventually, evaluating the uncertainty associated with the
choice of generator coordinates is difficult given that realistic
state-of-the-art calculations cannot be performed with more
than a few collective coordinates in practice. Furthermore,
within the frame of ab initio calculations, evaluating this
uncertainty cannot be done independently of the one associ-
ated with the truncation of the PGCM-PT expansion itself.
Indeed, static and dynamical correlations are not orthogo-
nal to one another such that a reshuffling operates between
both categories depending on the nature of the PGCM un-
perturbed state, i.e. depending on the choice of collective
coordinates14.

For these reasons, much developments are needed in order
to be in the position to evaluate this uncertainty in a sys-
tematic way15 and is thus beyond the scope of the present
work.

4.8 Sampled values of generator coordinates

Given a generator coordinate q, one must still select a discrete
set of values qi ∈ [q1, q2], i = 1, . . . , nq to perform PGCM
calculations. However, there is no unique criterion to perform

14The statement made in Sec. 4.9 about the cancellation of dynamical
correlations in the excitation energy of low-lying collective states is
in fact generator-coordinates-dependent and thus needs to be further
explored in the future while varying the set of generator coordinates
defining the PGCM ansatz.
15In fact, the very way the Bogoliubov states are generated as a function
of the generator coordinate q needs to be investigated systematically.
While it has been customary to select adiabatic vacua obtained by
solving constrained HFB equations, other avenues can be envisioned,
e.g. choosing non-adiabatic states carrying the constrained deformation
q.
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Fig. 16 HFB one-dimensional total energy surface in 46Ti using r as the generator coordinate. The N3LO (α = 0.08 fm4) Hamiltonian is employed
(ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10). The mesh discretization in r for the subsequent PGCM calculation is (a) 0.2 fm (6 points), (b) 0.1 fm (12 points), (c)
0.05 fm (23 points) and (d) 0.025 fm (45 points).
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Fig. 17 Monopole responses in 46Ti computed with the N3LO (α =0.08
fm4) Hamiltonian (ℏω = 12 MeV and emax = 10). The sets of HFB
states entering the PGCM ansatz correspond to the points appearing
on the four one-dimensional total energy surfaces shown in Fig. 16.
A logarithmic scale is employed for the vertical axis. See Fig. 16 for
details on labels and calculation parameters.

such a selection efficiently (see [92] for a recent study), i.e.
in a way that suppresses the dependence of the results on this
selection.

In this section, two criteria are used to select the HFB states
entering the PGCM ansatz and evaluate the uncertainty as-
sociated with it. The first one relates to the step size of the
uniform mesh employed while the second one concerns the
spanned interval [q1, q2] that is translated into a maximum
energy difference Emax with respect to the HFB minimum, i.e.
EHFB(r, β2) − Emin ≤ Emax. The uncertainty associated with
the two selection criteria is evaluated sequentially for 1D and
2D PGCM calculations. Calculations are performed using
the N3LO (α =0.08 fm4) Hamiltonian with ℏω = 12 MeV
and emax = 10.

4.8.1 One-dimensional case

A 1D PGCM is first employed to limit the complexity of the
analysis. Calculations are performed solely constraining the
generator coordinate r.

Mesh resolution Four (identical) 1D HFB TES as a func-
tion of r are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 16. They
each display a different set of HFB states used in the subse-
quent PGCM calculation according to mesh step size (using
a fixed interval), i.e. (a) 0.2 fm, (b) 0.1 fm, (c) 0.05 fm and
(d) 0.025 fm. This corresponds to performing PGCM calcu-
lations based on 6, 12, 23 and 45 HFB states, respectively,
i.e. doubling the mesh density at each step going from left to
right. The corresponding number of orthonormal basis states
entering Eq. (13) (for a fixed value of ϵth = 10−4) amounts to
6, 9, 10 and 10 respectively.

Monopole responses from the four 1D PGCM calculations
are displayed in Fig. 17 using a logarithmic scale. Strikingly,
results are independent of the chosen mesh such that no
difference would be visible using a linear scale. Even high-
energy peaks carrying tiny transition amplitudes only differ
very slightly using the four different step sizes.

The HFB quadrupole deformation β2, which is left free to
adjust along the 1D TES, is displayed in the lower panel
of Fig. 16. It is seen to vary almost linearly with r, a slight
deviation from the linear trend being only detectable for
small β2 values (compression). Because of this feature of the
1D calculation, the energy of the GQR (not shown here) is
strongly correlated with the GMR and is in fact located at
the same energy. Again, the response is independent of the
chosen mesh.

Eventually, one concludes that a reasonable choice of the
mesh discretization step induces a negligible uncertainty in
1D PGCM calculations.
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Fig. 19 Same as Fig. 17 except that the HFB states entering the PGCM
ansatz are selected according to four increasing values of Emax, i.e. 10,
20, 30 and 40 MeV for a fixed equidistant mesh value of 0.05 fm.

Energy interval The same 1D setting is now exploited to
define four sets of HFB states according to the maximum
excitation energy above the minimum, i.e. Emax = 10, 20,
30 and 40 MeV using a fixed mesh value of 0.05 fm. As
seen in Fig. 18, it corresponds to performing PGCM calcu-
lations based on 9, 13, 16 and 18 HFB states (5, 7, 8 and 8
orthonormal basis states in Eq. (13)), respectively.

The resulting monopole responses are shown in Fig. 19. In
logarithmic scale, tiny variations are again only visible for
high-energy states, the convergence being anyway quickly
achieved there as well. The GMR containing a single peak
located at 16.8 MeV in the 1D calculation is already fully
converged for Emax = 10 MeV. It is striking to observe that
PGCM eigenstates located between 50 and 100 MeV excita-
tions are fully converged using HFB seeds located only up to
40 MeV (or less) above the HFB minimum.

4.8.2 Two-dimensional case

Realistic PGCM calculations aiming at investigating the cou-
pling between monopole and quadrupole modes require the

use of both r and β2 as generator coordinates. Thus, the uncer-
tainty associated with the selection of HFB states in the (r, β2)
plane is now assessed via 2D PGCM calculations.

Mesh resolution Based on the 2D HFB TES obtained from
the N3LO (α = 0.08 fm4) Hamiltonian (ℏω = 12 MeV and
emax = 10), three sets of HFB states are defined according to
different grids in the (r, β2) plane. The canonical grid used
so far corresponds to panel (c) in Fig. 20. Starting from
there, selected points are rarefied by withdrawing one every
two HFB states, in two successive steps. This results in the
number of HFB points being reduced by a factor of two in
panel (b) and four in panel (a).

The monopole and quadrupole responses are displayed in
Fig. 21. The energy of the main GMR peak is very stable
near 20.5 MeV. On the other hand, secondary peaks only
develop when using denser meshes while the strength of the
main peak changes accordingly. In particular, the secondary
peak at 18.6 MeV corresponding to the GMR in the previous
1D calculation is absent with mesh (a) and not yet converged
to the right value with mesh (b). Looking at the quadrupole
response, one observes that mesh (c) is necessary to converge
the overall strength function and locate the peak at 18.6 MeV
at the right position16.

The mean energies and dispersion of the monopole strength
function are shown in Fig. 22. They are very stable with
respect to the increase of the mesh density, i.e. the centroid
energy (dispersion) is estimated to be converged to better
than 0.5% (2%).

Energy window The uncertainty of the PGCM results with
respect to the maximum energy Emax of the selected HFB

16This peak is the only one appearing in 1D calculations, both in the
monopole and in the quadrupole response. While these correlated peaks
survive in the 2D calculation, this does not correspond to the main GMR
peak in the monopole channel. As discussed at length in Paper II, this
secondary peak results from the coupling between the monopole and
quadrupole modes whenever the nucleus is intrinsically deformed.
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Fig. 21 Monopole (top) and quadrupole (bottom) responses in 46Ti
based on the N3LO (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1) Hamiltonian (emax = 10, ℏω =
12 MeV) and computed using the three sets of HFB states displayed in
Fig. 20 into the PGCM ansatz.

states is now evaluated. To do so, the three values Emax = 10,
15 and 20 MeV are utilised, as illustrated in Fig. 23. They
correspond to performing 2D PGCM calculations with 19 , 34
and 51 HFB states, respectively (19, 34 and 49 orthonormal
basis states in Eq. (13)).

The monopole and quadrupole responses are displayed in
Fig. 24. In the monopole channel, all important features are
already well converged for Emax = 15, including the main
GMR peak and the peak associated with the coupling to the
GQR at 16.5 MeV.
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Fig. 22 Mean energies (Eq. (18)) and dispersion (Eq. (19)) computed
in 46Ti from the N3LO (λsrg = 1.88 fm−1) Hamiltonian (emax = 10, ℏω =
12 MeV) and using the three sets of HFB states displayed in Fig. 20
into the PGCM ansatz.

The situation is unusually satisfying for the quadrupole re-
sponse. While for Emax = 10 MeV the GQR is already
converged, structures at lower energies are well described
for Emax = 15 MeV. One however notes that peaks beyond
35 MeV emerge for Emax = 20 MeV and are probably not
converged yet.

The mean energies and dispersion of the monopole strength
function are shown in Fig. 25 as a function of Emax. They are
very stable and carry uncertainties below 0.5%.

4.9 Truncated PGCM-PT expansion

In the context of ab initio calculations, the PGCM delivers
the zeroth-order approximation to the recently formulated
PGCM-PT expansion method [50]. Contrary to standard,
e.g. single-reference, expansion methods, such a zeroth-order
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Fig. 23 Same as Fig. 20 but selecting HFB points according to their excitation energy above the minimum, i.e. from left to right the maximum
energy is Emax = 10 MeV (19 points), 15 MeV (34 points) and 20 MeV (51 points).
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Fig. 24 Same as Fig. 21 for HFB points with a maximum excitation
energy above the minimum equal to Emax = 10, 15 and 20 MeV.

state already captures a large fraction of the many-body corre-
lations at play. Specifically, PGCM states incorporate strong
static correlations associated to collective long-range fluctua-
tions that are typically hard to grasp via standard expansion
methods. The remaining dynamical, i.e. weak, correlations
that come on top were shown to cancel essentially exactly
in the excitation energy of low-lying rotational excitations
when using low resolution-scale Hamiltonians [51]. This mo-
tivated the use of the PGCM as a standalone method for the
ab initio study of low-lying collective excitations, indeed
delivering excitation energies of low-lying collective natural-
parity states consistent with quasi-exact solutions in several
Ne isotopes [55].
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Fig. 25 Same as Fig. 22 for HFB points with a maximum excitation
energy above the minimum equal to Emax = 10, 15 and 20 MeV.

In this context, the present work relies on the assumption that
such a feature remains valid for vibrational excitations mak-
ing up the GMR in mid-mass nuclei, at least for its gross fea-
tures and when employing low resolution-scale Hamiltonians.
Confirming quantitatively to which extent this is indeed the
case goes beyond the scope of the present work as it requires
the extension of PGCM-PT to non-yrast states [93].

5 Summary and conclusions

A systematic analysis of ab initio calculations of the isoscalar
monopole strength function via the PGCM has been pre-
sented for the nucleus 46Ti. This systems is considered to
be representative of light- and medium-mass (doubly open-
shell) nuclei, for which similar conclusions are thus expected
to apply. The results of our investigations are summarised in
Fig. 26 giving a compact view of the outcome of the present
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Fig. 26 Summary of the uncertainty budget. In green are indicated the uncertainties that were thoroughly investigated. In yellow are those that could
only be touched upon. Eventually, boxes in red correspond to those that could at best be estimated from previous but somewhat different works or
not estimated at all.

study. For the three uncertainties that could be thoroughly
assessed, a good stability of the PGCM calculations of the
monopole response could be demonstrated. More specifically,
uncertainties on the centroid energy were shown to remain
below 2% whereas the dispersion is uncertain on the 10%
level.

Clearly, much remains to be done to achieve a full control on
the uncertainties of ab initio PGCM calculations of GRs. Still,
the intermediate conclusion that can be presently reached
is that such calculations are pertinent and can be quantita-
tive, at least regarding peaks carrying a large fraction of the
strength. The following Paper II builds on such a conclusion
to present a series of results of physical and experimental
interest. Eventually, the mean-field-like scaling with system’s
size of the PGCM computational cost makes the method an
excellent candidate to extend ab initio studies of collective
excitations to yet heavier closed- and open-shell nuclei in the
future.
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